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a b s t r a c t
This paper is concerned with the urban wage premium and addresses two central issues about which the ﬁeld
has not yet reached a consensus: ﬁrst, the extent to which sorting of high ability individuals into urban areas explains the urban wage premium and second, whether workers receive this wage premium immediately, or
through faster wage growth over time. Using a large panel of worker-level data from Britain, we ﬁrst demonstrate
the existence of an urban premium for wage levels, which increases in city size. We next provide evidence of a
city size premium on wage growth, but show that this effect is driven purely by the increase in wage that occurs
in the ﬁrst year that a worker moves to a larger location. Controlling for sorting on the basis of unobservables we
ﬁnd no evidence of an urban wage growth premium. Experience in cities does have some impact on wage
growth, however. Speciﬁcally, we show that workers who have at some point worked in a city experience faster
wage growth than those who have never worked in a city.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).

1. Introduction
The urban economics literature provides ample evidence for the
existence of an urban wage premium: wages are higher in large urban
areas, by between 1% and 11% depending on the sample considered.
See, for example, Carlsen at al. (2013), Combes et al. (2008), Di
Addario and Patacchini (2008), Fu and Ross (2010), Glaeser and Maré
(2001), Melo and Graham (2009), Mion and Naticchioni (2009) and
Yankow (2006). Rosenthal and Strange (2004) and Puga (2010) provide
reviews. Despite this research, the ﬁeld has still not reached a consensus
on three central issues: ﬁrst, the extent to which sorting of high ability
workers into urban areas can explain observed wage premiums, second,
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whether urban workers receive this wage premium immediately, or
through faster wage growth over time, and third, which of the different
agglomeration economies might generate this wage premium. This
paper is primarily concerned with the ﬁrst two of these questions.
To consider these issues we use individual-level data for a large
panel of British workers for the period 1998 to 2008. We begin by
documenting the existence of an urban wage premium which persists
when we control for both observed and unobserved time invariant
characteristics of workers (using the panel dimension of our data). We
also provide evidence of an urban premium on wage growth, but
show that this is driven purely by the increase in wage that occurs in
the year that a worker moves from a rural to an urban area. When we
exclude move years, we ﬁnd no evidence of an urban premium
for wage growth. If, as Glaeser and Maré (2001) and De la Roca and
Puga (2014) argue, an urban wage growth premium is evidence of
(or at least consistent with) faster human capital accumulation in cities,
then for Britain either this mechanism is not at work or faster accumulation is for some reason not reﬂected in faster wage growth for current
urban workers. Wheeler (2006) suggests that human capital accumulation as an explanation of an urban wage growth premium might be
particularly important for younger workers. In the British context
we ﬁnd some evidence to support this hypothesis. When we restrict
our sample to male workers who were ‘young’ (between 16 and 21)
at the beginning of our time period we ﬁnd some evidence of an
urban wage growth premium, over and above that coming from the
one-time effect of moving across locations of different sizes.
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We next turn to the issue of whether working in an urban area affects the extent to which wage growth occurs on the job (‘within-job’)
or as a result of moving jobs (‘between-job’). It is possible that the
absence of an effect overall might hide opposing effects on these two
different components (which some have argued might be useful in
distinguishing between learning and matching explanations of the
urban wage premium). Once again, however, when we control for
unobserved characteristics of workers we ﬁnd no evidence that working
in a larger urban area has an effect on either of these two components of
wage growth. Again, this contrasts with some of the existing literature
for the US, although in this instance the problem appears more to be
one of the interpretation of available estimates.2
Finally, we consider whether past city ‘experience’ (i.e. having
worked in a city at some point) affects longer-term wage growth. In
order to do this, we change our comparison group to those rural
workers with no prior experience in cities. We ﬁnd that in comparison
to this group, all workers – those currently working in cities as well as
rural workers with past experience in cities – enjoy a wage growth
premium. This ﬁnding helps reconcile our results with papers
emphasising the importance of learning in cities, although in contrast
to De la Roca and Puga (2014) we ﬁnd that both learning and sorting
matter for understanding the effect of cities on wage growth.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The next section
reviews related literature. Section 3 outlines our data and provides
basic summary statistics. Section 4 provides evidence on the urban
wage premium in Britain, while Section 5 considers wage growth.
Section 6 then turns to the issue of between versus within-job moves,
while Section 7 considers the long-term effects of urban experience.
Section 8 presents robustness checks and Section 9 concludes.

2. Existing literature on the urban wage growth premium
As discussed in the Introduction a growing number of papers
provide evidence of an urban wage premium (see references above).
A number of explanations have been offered for the existence of this
premium. According to the productivity hypothesis, market size may
facilitate sharing, learning or matching (Duranton and Puga, 2004),
increasing productivity in larger locations. Alternatively, according to
the selection hypothesis, the direction of causality may be reversed:
workers move to productive areas (for reasons that are nothing to do
with size) so that productivity increases density (and not vice-versa).
If wages are higher in larger cities because of better learning (Glaeser,
1999) or better matching (Zenou, 2009), this implies that not only
wage levels, but also wage growth, may be higher in larger locations.
Empirically identifying these effects (either static or dynamic) is difﬁcult because once we allow for heterogeneous workers, it may be that
higher ability workers self-select into larger locations driving a link
between size and wages, assuming that higher ability workers are better
paid (Combes et al., 2008) or see faster wage growth.
This paper is speciﬁcally concerned with wage growth, that is, with
the dynamic aspects of the productivity and selection hypotheses
which have received much less consideration in the literature.
Wheeler (2006) estimates the impact of density on annual wage growth
and on the within-job and the between-job components of annual wage
growth. Using a sample of young male workers in the US he ﬁnds that
wage growth is positively associated with labour market size, and that
this is due to between-job wage growth rather than within-job growth.
Of course, if more productive individuals select into larger labour markets, as indicated in Combes et al. (2008) and in De la Roca (2011),
and these individuals have inherently faster wage growth than average
then this, rather than any urban wage growth premium, could explain
the higher wage growth in larger cities. If selection or spatial sorting
explains the relationship between city size and wage growth, then
2
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including worker ﬁxed effects in a panel data speciﬁcation should
make the effect of city size on wage growth disappear. Indeed, when
Wheeler (2006) includes ﬁxed effects he ﬁnds no signiﬁcant effect of labour market size on either between-job or within-job wage growth. Our
results when including ﬁxed effects are consistent with this ﬁnding.
Controlling for selection we ﬁnd no evidence of an urban wage growth
premium.
This ﬁnding stands in marked contrast to that of a recent paper by De
la Roca and Puga (2014) who try to disentangle the static urban wage
premium (from working in a city in a given year) from a dynamic
urban wage premium (due to higher returns to experience in bigger
cities). In contrast to much of the recent literature De la Roca and
Puga (2014) ﬁnd a central role for learning and little evidence of sorting
on unobserved ability. We show how our results can be reconciled with
theirs once we recognise that unobservable characteristics mean that
some workers experience faster wage growth than others independent
of location. Controlling for this re-establishes the central role of sorting
on unobservables in explaining the urban wage growth premium for
current urban workers.3
Conceptually, the key to reconciling the two sets of results is to
distinguish between three possible sources of faster wage growth for
workers who move to and work in cities. We refer to the ﬁrst source
as a ‘mobility effect’ which is the wage growth that arises because of
the increase in wages that occurs at the moment a worker moves
from a smaller to a bigger city. In static models, as pointed out by
Glaeser and Maré (2001), this jump occurs because of the standard
urban wage premium. In the full dynamic speciﬁcation outlined by de
la Roca and Puga (2014) workers experience an additional ‘mobility
effect’ if past experience (learning) is better rewarded in urban locations. A second potential source of faster wage growth in bigger cities
is a ‘pure’ wage growth effect which occurs if otherwise identical
workers see faster wage growth in larger cities. Estimates of the size
of both the mobility effect and the pure growth effect may be biased
upwards by a selection effect. This occurs if more able workers selfselect into cities on the basis of characteristics that are unobservable
to the econometrician. The full dynamic speciﬁcation estimated by De
la Roca and Puga (2014) controls for the selection effect in terms of
wage levels, but needs to impose additional assumptions to control for
the selection effect in terms of wage growth (speciﬁcally that the effect
of unobservables on wage growth is proportional to the effect of unobservables on wage levels). We show that the simplest way to deal with
this second selection effect, which does not require us to impose this
assumption, is to use panel data to estimate a ﬁxed effects speciﬁcation
for wage growth, rather than wage levels. To control for the mobility
effect, we simply drop data corresponding to the move year. We provide
more details below.
Yankow (2006) adopts a different approach which allows him to
separate the mobility effect from a growth effect, but that does not
allow for sorting on unobservables. Using a sample of young US workers
from the NLSY, he ﬁnds that workers moving into cities experience
wage growth in the ﬁrst year after the move that is 6 percentage points
higher than workers remaining in non-urban areas. He also ﬁnds a
symmetric effect for out of city migrants, who experience wage growth
that is 6 percentage points lower than those staying in non-urban areas.
In the medium-term out-city migrants have no signiﬁcant difference in
wage growth from non-urban workers. In contrast to these ﬁndings,
when we consider the role for past experience controlling for selection
on unobservables, we ﬁnd that there are some long-run growth beneﬁts
to city experience. This helps reconcile our substantive ﬁndings with
3
This distinction has some parallels with that made in the ‘escalator region’ literature
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